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Hello darlings 

It is day 251 of Snippets of Encouragement, and if you’re anything like me, you’ve 

wasted a fair amount of time in your life. 

I can’t speak for your life experience, but in my life, I can see how I haven’t always 

utilised all the moments I’ve had in the process of active engagement and 

creation of life. 

I’ve been complacent and haven’t always valued how precious my life and time 

is.  

At times I have lacked enthusiasm for life and haven’t always made choices that 

have created more joy for myself and those around me. 

I know there are so many clichés about living life fully, making every moment 

count, not taking time for granted… but perhaps in our jaded perception of life, 

we have created these into clichés without paying attention to incredible truth of 

these statements.  

It was Steve Jobs who said, “Your 

time is limited, so don’t waste it 

living someone else’s life.”  

I fully agree with this. None of us 

should waste our lives living a 

version of someone else’s life. That’s 

why it’s imperative that we know 

ourselves, what we value, and what 

we desire and create life 

experiences that authentically 

express who we are.  

I, for one, am glad that our lives are 

not like in the movies. You know the 

one, the action hero only has a few 

minutes to diffuse the bomb, 

doesn’t know which wire to cut and 

has guided assistance from a geek sitting in a cellar somewhere. Imagine for a 

moment that we could see the ticking time bomb that is our lives – oh my god, 

what stress! However, although we don’t see it, this is the reality of our lives, the 

clock is running.   

Lately, I’ve been thinking about how I’ve used the last five years of my life. Five 

years ago, I emerged out of a potentially life-ending trauma and made some 

significant changes in my life.  

When I review these years, it seems as if it were only yesterday. Family and friends 

have passed, and new family members have been born. I’ve met incredible 
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people all over the world, had fantastic opportunities to travel to new countries 

and stay with old and new friends. I’ve experienced exponential spiritual, 

emotional and mental healing and growth, and I’ve also stagnated in other areas 

of my life. 

It would be correct to say that I have not lived with urgency these past five years, 

nor have l always used my time wisely. This both disappoints and saddens me, but I 

am fully responsible for this, nobody else. 

We often ignore the importance of this fact – this moment right now will never exist 

again. What we create at this moment will influence the next moment powerfully, 

but the next moment is not inevitable, only this one is. That’s a lot to take in, right? 

The next moment is not inevitable. 

Join me today in committing to make every moment of your life count. Commit to 

using your time wisely, to bring more joy into your life. Commit to living fully without 

regret. You may not see the ticking clock, but it’s running for all of us, so let’s use 

the time we have and live with enthusiasm and exuberance. What do you say? 

Are you in? 

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement, there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


